Microporous layer for water morphology control in PEMFC
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1. Introduction

Fuel cells are promising energy conversion devices which directly extract electricity from the chemical energy of fuels without resorting to combustion [1–4]. Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) are regarded as clean and efficient power sources for portable, automobile, and residential applications. The low operating temperature (around 70 °C) renders several advantages to PEMFC, enabling fast start-up and good transient characteristics (which are ideal for short-term, repeated operations). However, the low operating temperature also poses several problems, such as the requirement of costly noble metal catalysts for electrochemical reactions and the presence of cumbersome liquid water inside PEMFC.

Water is essential for the operation of PEMFC. PEM, the electrolytes of PEMFC, functions properly when sufficiently hydrated. Thus, fuel and oxidant-gas streams are generally supplied to PEMFC after adequately humidified to avoid dry-out failure of PEM. However, when there is excessive water in PEMFC, the excess water condenses to form liquid which fills the pores in catalyst layer (CL) and gas diffusion layer (GDL), or even blocks gas channel (GC). This phenomenon is called flooding, and is observed in both the anode and the cathode sides of PEMFC. The cathode flooding is caused by continuous generation of water in the cathode CL, and is believed to significantly limit the oxygen diffusion in GDL (as well as the oxygen reduction reaction in CL). The anode flooding also occurs frequently, due to condensation, especially in the PEMFC using pure hydrogen fuel, but has less impact on the cell performance because of the high diffusivity of hydrogen and fast hydrogen oxidation kinetics. On the other hand, the anode water is more difficult to purge and thus presents special challenges for the freeze start-up.

These conflicting effects of water in PEMFC are: a higher water content reduces the ohmic loss because of higher ionic (proton) conductivity in PEM, but also increases the activation and concentration losses because of lower catalyst activity in CL and a lower mass transport rate in GDL. An operating condition that enhances the performance near the outlet. Therefore, the water control in PEMFC is crucial. PEMFC has focused on reducing the adverse impacts of liquid water, by devising better flow paths or by optimizing the electrode microstructures. Serpentine and interdigitated flow patterns are the typical examples of such design modifications to obtain better performances by relieving the channel flooding [5,6]. Likewise, microporous layers (MPL) have been successfully used between CL and GDL to reduce the negative effects of the electrode flooding [7–11].
It is generally accepted that MPL provides improved electrical contact between CL and GDL, and helps avoid fast dry-out of PEM at low current densities or low humidity. But, its roles/mechanisms in water PEMFC management, at high current densities or under flooding conditions are not well known. It has been postulated that does by modifying the pore structure of electrodes. Lack of clear understanding is stems from difficulties in observing water transport phenomena inside CL, GDL, and MPL, in operating cells. Recent studies report improved cell performance by modifying microstructure (e.g., porosity, pore size distribution, hydrophobicity, thickness, nonuniformity) of GDL and MPL [7–20]. We note the importance of surface-pore morphologies of MPL recognized in [7]. These experimental results are valuable in investigation of pore-water control in MPL.

Theoretical treatment of the water saturation distribution in GDL is based on continuum two-phase flow models [5,21–27]. The role of MPL in control of water distribution was proposed in interfacial water droplets formed between CL and GDL is demonstrated. Then numerical simulations were conducted to assess the limiting effects of these interfacial water droplets on the diffusion rate, the catalyst effectiveness, and the electrochemical reaction rate in CL. We propose two roles of MPL: (a) enhancing the catalyst activity in CL by reducing the size and the saturation level of the interfacial CL–MPL water droplets, and (b) reducing the saturation level in GDL by minimizing the breakthrough number density toward GDL. The structural requirements for MPL to achieve better cell performance are discussed.

2. Experimental observations

Condensation of water vapor inside CL, MPL, and GDL and the subsequent breakthrough of liquid water from these layers were observed using ESEM. In an ESEM, a small amount of water vapor (up to 50 Torr) is allowed in the initially evacuated chamber, and thus a super-saturated condition is achieved by cooling the porous samples to low temperatures (about 4 °C). Thus, water vapor condenses inside pores and this liquid water grows and eventually emerges through the breakthrough pores, as shown in Fig. 1.

Three consecutive CL ESEM images are shown in Fig. 1(a), showing the onset of small water droplet formation at many breakthrough pores and the subsequent growth into larger droplets. These indicate that the surface of the CL is generally hydrophobic, because the water droplets exhibit contact angles larger than 90°. In fact, several microscopic observations have also shown that spherical water droplets are formed on surface of CL [31,32], indicating that CL is generally hydrophobic. This is because of the inclusion of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). Therefore, CL is assumed to be hydrophobic, but has a hydrophilic pore fraction formed by mixing with the PEM material.

ESEM wetting is believed to closely simulate condensation (or generation of water) within CL, and the condensate breakthrough in operating PEMFC, under fully-saturated or flooding condition. In ESEM, vapor condensation is expected to occur primarily within CL, because of its large specific solid–fluid interfacial area as well as cooling from its lower surface in contact with the Peltier cooler. Therefore, most of the water droplets observed in Fig. 1(a) is
believed to be formed by the breakthrough of liquid water already condensed inside CL. The preferential condensation inside porous samples during ESEM observation is more clearly observable in Fig. 1(c) for GDL, where the specific solid–fluid interfacial area of GDL is much smaller than that of CL.

We note that the number of breakthrough pores from CL is rather large in Fig. 1(a). Increase in internal generation of liquid water increases the number of breakthrough pores from porous layer. The last image in Fig. 1(a) shows that the water droplets can grow very large in large pores. Large droplets formed on CL surface can deteriorate cell performance.

Fig. 1(b) contains ESEM images for MPL, showing the fine pore structure of the MPL. Initially only a few water droplets are observable, but the number increases subsequently, and finally several, very large droplets (larger than 100 μm) are formed by coalescence of smaller water droplets. Fig. 1(b) also shows that MPL is highly hydrophobic, causing formation of nearly spherical water droplets on its surface. In an operating cell, a different water behavior is expected within MPL, because of the expected, limited vapor condensation there. As a result, the MPL number density of breakthrough pores is expected to be smaller than those in Fig. 1(b).

ESEM images for GDL are shown in Fig. 1(c), where the high porosity of GDL and its large pore size allows for close inspection of water morphology changes. Vapor condenses on fibers as large number of small droplets, and these droplets coalesce into larger ones. Finally, very large liquid bodies distorted by the solid structures, are formed and ooze out. Based on similar ESEM observations, a physical model for condensation and condensate transport in GDL (as an inverted tree-like transport structure) was proposed in [23]. In the analysis presented here, the vapor condensation in GDL is assumed to be negligible.

To introduce the MPL to control water, we ask what happens when GDL of Fig. 1(c) is placed next to CL of Fig. 1(a), as compared to when MPL of Fig. 1(b) to CL? The answer is partly given in Fig. 1. As pointed in [7], the coarse pore structure of GDL allows for growth of large liquid water droplets, but the fine pore structure of MPL will limit their growth. These microscopic water droplet morphologies, at the interfaces, are where our physical model begins.

3. Physical model

3.1. Cathode structure

Structures of cathodes with and without MPL are shown in Fig. 2. PEM is in contact with a thin CL made electrochemically active by mixing with PEM material with additional hydrophobic agent (PTFE), carbon particles, and Pt nanoparticles. In Fig. 2(a), high porosity GDL made of carbon fibers (paper or cloth) with PTFE coating is placed between CL and GC. GDL is a buffer layer for uniform diffusion of reactants and gaseous products. MPL is made of fine carbon particles with PTFE coating and is inserted between CL and GDL, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b), to reduce electrode flooding because of its higher hydrophobicity and smaller pore size.
Water transport through GDL has been theoretically treated extensively [5,21–27], since GDL is the thickest layer in PTL, with primary role in homogeneity of reactant-product transport (also has simpler microstructure, compared to CL). In general, GDL is treated as an isotropic and homogeneous porous medium, despite of its layered fibrous structure. The effect of anisotropy on transport properties has been recently shown to be significant [35–37]. For simplicity, here we assume GDL is isotropic.

From a microscopic viewpoint, CL is an inhomogeneous porous medium with randomly distributed hydrophobic and hydrophilic sites. We note that this microscopic inhomogeneity is also found in GDL and MPL. However, CL is generally treated using volume-averaged (macroscopic or masked) models as a homogeneous porous medium with volume-averaged properties. Also, CL is treated as isotropic because of its particle-based structure and the random distribution of its hydrophobic and hydrophilic sites. MPL is also treated as isotropic and homogeneous.

### 3.2. Water transport in GDL

#### 3.2.1. Water generation in CL

Water flows from CL to GDL as liquid phase under fully-saturated or flooding condition. The catalyst agglomerate models [38–40] treat the solid structure of CL as collection of catalyst agglomerate particles covered with PEM material. The diameter of the agglomerate particles is 1–6 μm (based on experiments) [38,39]. According to such microstructures, thin film of liquid water covers Pt catalyst particles in operating cells, and water is essentially produced as liquid phase.

Whether water is produced as gas or liquid phase is not critical when the specific liquid–gas interfacial area in CL is sufficiently large to enable rapid condensation or evaporation. Then water reaches thermodynamic equilibrium before exiting CL, and the phase of water entering GDL is determined by local conditions near CL. Several studies [23,41] have estimated very large CL specific interfacial area. In addition, the liquid water breakthrough from CL was recently observed in situ [32] in operating cell.

#### 3.2.2. Macroscopic behavior in GDL

Liquid water in GDL tends to exist as droplets or blobs by minimizing its contact with hydrophobic surfaces. If liquid water exists in GDL as spherical droplets, the pressure difference Δp between the liquid p_l and the gas p_g is found from the Laplace–Young equation

$$\Delta p = p_l - p_g = \frac{2\sigma \cos \theta_e}{r},$$

where σ is the surface tension of water (0.0644 N/m at 70 °C), θ_e is the contact angle, and r is the radius of droplet. If r is similar to the mean pore radius listed in Table 1, Δp is estimated about 13 kPa for water droplets in GDL, 260 kPa in MPL, and 2600 kPa in CL, when ideally hydrophobic (θ_e = 180°) pores. From the definition of the mean pore radius, those estimated pressures roughly correspond to the capillary pressure when the water saturation s is about 0.5. For comparison, water droplets in GC have Δp of only about 0.26 kPa when their radii are close to the channel size (0.5 mm).

Liquid water in GDL may not exist as discontinuous droplets, but instead as continuous and complex-shaped liquid bodies with deformed surfaces to fit into the hydrophobic pores. Then, the radius of curvature of liquid surface essentially decreases with water saturation s, due to the limited volume of larger pores in a pore size distribution. In continuum two-phase flow models, this effect is considered by p_l–S correlation, such as the Leverett J-function J(S)

$$p_l = p_g + \frac{\sigma \cos \theta_e}{(K/\mu)^{1/2} \sqrt{J(S)}},$$

where $\sigma$, $\mu$, and $K$ are the surface tension, viscosity, and permeability.

### Table 1 Structural parameters for porous layers in PEMFC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CL</th>
<th>MPL</th>
<th>GDL</th>
<th>GC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Porosity (%)</td>
<td>20–30%</td>
<td>~50%</td>
<td>70–80%</td>
<td>~80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean pore radius $r_p$</td>
<td>~0.05 μm</td>
<td>~0.5 μm</td>
<td>~10 μm</td>
<td>~0.5 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness L</td>
<td>10–50 μm</td>
<td>10–100 μm</td>
<td>200–400 μm</td>
<td>300–400 μm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Dry base (swelling of PEM material due to hydration reduces the porosity in CL).  
b Uncompressed (compression upon assembly reduces the porosity in GDL).
Here, $K$ is the absolute permeability, $\varepsilon$ is the porosity, and $S$ is the reduced saturation, defined as

$$S = \frac{S_m - S_b}{1 - S_m}. \quad (4)$$

Note that $S_m$ denotes the immobile saturation which is the minimum saturation level to secure a continuous liquid phase in a porous medium. Because $f(S)$ is a monotonically increasing function of saturation, the capillary pressure also increases with respect to $S$.

The transport of liquid water in GDL is because of liquid pressure imbalance between adjacent pores. The gas-phase pressure in GDL is rather constant in steady-state cell operation. Thus, driving force for liquid transport is the capillary pressure gradient caused by nonuniform liquid accumulation in GDL. In continuum two-phase flow models, the liquid mass flux $m_l$ uses macroscopic properties such as the relative liquid permeability $K_{rl}$

$$m_l = -\rho_l \frac{\partial p_c}{\partial x} = -\rho_l \frac{K_{rl}}{\mu_l} \frac{\partial p_c}{\partial S}. \quad (5)$$

Note that $(\partial p_c/\partial S)$ term in Eq. (5) is always positive. Then, Eq. (5) indicates that the liquid water in hydrophobic GDL flows from regions of higher saturations towards those of lower saturations. For the relative permeability $K_{rl}$, a simple correlation is [42]

$$K_{rl}(S) = S^3. \quad (6)$$

Eqs. (3)–(6) describe the liquid transport in GDL and in calculation a set of appropriate boundary conditions are prescribed (such as given mass flux at GDL–CL interface and fixed saturation at GDL–GC interface) to complete the governing equations.

3.2.3. Microscopic behavior in GDL

In microscopic scale, liquid in hydrophobic GDL preferentially chooses larger pores, while flowing toward the GC [23]. Recent pore-network studies show invasion-percolation, which is a strongly capillary-driven process, is an important transport mechanism for the water transport in GDL [30,43]. During invasion-percolation, liquid invades larger pores in random directions because such pores require smaller capillary pressures for liquid water to enter. Recent study [30] also shows the liquid transport paths in GDL are similar to the inverted tree-like structure described in [23]. Many transport paths are formed near CL due to the rather uniform flux of liquid water entering GDL. Then they converge to several preferential paths of larger pores in the very thin GDL, leading to small number of liquid water breakthroughs from GDL. According to this microscopic behavior of liquid, an effective separation of water-transporting paths (composed of larger flooded pores) and gas-diffusing paths (composed of smaller non-flooded pores) are suggested for hydrophobic GDL. This behavior has been utilized in the optimization of microstructure of GDL and MPL, by introducing bi-modal pore size distributions [15–18].

3.2.4. Liquid breakthrough behavior from GDL

After flowing along preferential paths in larger pores, liquid water emerges from GDL through pores which are much larger than its mean pore size. Upon entering GC, liquid water readily forms spherical droplets attached to GDL and the droplets grow until detached by GC gas flow, as shown in Fig. 2. The water droplets in GC have nearly the same dimension as GC, as solid surface there confines growth of droplets. Thus, GC is viewed as another porous medium with mean pore radius of about 0.5 mm. Then, GDL–GC interface can be considered as an interface of two different porous media.

The continuity of capillary pressure was proposed as the interfacial condition for the water transport in coarse-fine two-layer GDL [23]. This interfacial condition is based on the following observation. When two different porous media with initially the same saturation are brought in contact, the liquid water spontaneously redistributes to form a uniform capillary pressure in the two porous media. According to this argument, liquid water transport in two different porous media inevitably accompanies a saturation jump at the interface to obtain a continuous capillary pressure distribution. However, the continuity of capillary pressure is valid when the pore sizes of two media are similar. And it is difficult to be extrapolated when the pore sizes are widely different. In fact, the pore size of the fine medium considered in [23] was only half of that of the coarse medium.

From a microscopic viewpoint, the capillary pressure may be continuous at the interface of fine-coarse media. However, the macroscopic capillary pressure such as in Eq. (3) used for continuum two-phase flow models cannot be continuous in general. The consequence of this argument is that the water saturation condition in a coarse medium cannot directly influence the water transport in a fine medium located upstream via capillary processes. Thus, the conditions for liquid exiting the fine medium such as the saturation and breakthrough number density are generally independent of the coarse medium.

Liquid water emerging GDL with mean pore radius of about 10 μm encounters 500-μm pores in GC and this large contrast is as if GC is infinitely open. So the liquid water in GC has nearly no influences on water transport in GDL. This is also evident in the wide deference in the capillary pressure levels for GDL and GC, as discussed with Eq. (2). Thus, the boundary conditions at GDL side of GDL–GC interface should be determined by the water transport inside GDL. In many studies, the saturation at GDL–GC interface is assumed constant (around zero or equal to immobile saturation) [21–27]. Here, the saturation just beneath GDL–GC interface $S_{D–CH}$, which depends on GDL pore structure and liquid mass flux is given as

$$S_{D–CH} = f(m_l) = S_{m,GDL} + \beta GDL m_l. \quad (7)$$

The immobile saturation $S_{m,GDL}$ is the lower bound of $S_{D–CH}$ for small $m_l$. The dependence of $S_{D–CH}$ on $m_l$ or $\beta GDL$ is weak, because of the effective separation of water-transporting paths and gas-diffusing paths in hydrophobic GDL.

Note that the water droplets formed in GC cannot directly influence the water transport in GDL through capillary processes, but indirectly by interfering with the diffusion process (thus modifying the electrochemical reaction which governs the local water production in CL).

3.2.5. Breakthrough number from GDL

The value of $S_{m,GDL}$ is generally expected to be 0.1–0.3 (this corresponds to large pore numbers). However, previous studies [44–46] have shown breakthrough of liquid from GDL at very small values of $S_{m,GDL}$ (small pore numbers). The number density of breakthrough pores $n_b GDL$ at GDL–GC interface is dependent on structural parameters of GDL, such as porosity, pore size distribution, as well as liquid mass flux $m_l$. However, its minimum may be deduced by the following reasoning. Liquid water introduced from CL invades GDL pores randomly in every direction in search of preferential paths for transport. For isotropic, homogeneous GDL, the invasion front traveled by liquid from a point source at CL–GDL interface should be determined by the water transport inside GDL. In many studies, the saturation at GDL–GC interface is assumed constant (around zero or equal to immobile saturation) [21–27]. Here, the saturation just beneath GDL–GC interface $S_{D–CH}$, which depends on GDL pore structure and liquid mass flux is given as

$$S_{D–CH} = f(m_l) = S_{m,GDL} + \beta GDL m_l. \quad (7)$$

The immobile saturation $S_{m,GDL}$ is the lower bound of $S_{D–CH}$ for small $m_l$. The dependence of $S_{D–CH}$ on $m_l$ or $\beta GDL$ is weak, because of the effective separation of water-transporting paths and gas-diffusing paths in hydrophobic GDL.

Note that the water droplets formed in GC cannot directly influence the water transport in GDL through capillary processes, but indirectly by interfering with the diffusion process (thus modifying the electrochemical reaction which governs the local water production in CL).
dominantly transported by that path and emerges from GDL through that surface pore. That is, a preferential path can take up the mass flux of liquid water from a circular area of \( p_{L}^{2} \) GDL from CL under ideal case. Thus, the minimum number density (per unit area) of the breakthrough pores from GDL is estimated as \( N_{b,GDL}^{min} \) provided that the liquid flux from CL is uniform. According to Eq. (8), a minimum of about 5–6 breakthrough pores per mm² is estimated for GDL with \( L_{GDL} = 250 \) µm. Several images of water droplet formation in GC show similar breakthrough number densities from GDL [46]. Note that \( n_{b,GDL} \) is highly dependent on \( L_{GDL} \).

GDL is not isotropic (layered fibrous structures) and its transport properties such as conductivity, diffusivity, and permeability, are generally larger for the in-plane direction than the cross-plane direction [35–37]. If such trend holds for the liquid water transport in GDL, a preferential path can take up water flux from a larger area of CL, and the number density of breakthrough pores may become smaller.

3.3. Role of MPL

3.3.1. Breakthrough behavior from CL

The water transport behavior in CL is similar to GDL, except liquid water is produced internally. The water generation rate is believed rather uniform inside CL, because of high activation overpotential of the cathode electrochemical reaction. Experiments show that CL pores are hydrophobic with some hydrophilic pores created by inclusion of PEM material [47–49]. Then, the breakthrough of liquid water from CL is possible when capillary pressure becomes positive through accumulation of water over the hydrophilic portion of pores. This behavior can be incorporated into continuum two-phase flow models, by adjusting the immobile saturation \( s_{im} \) to include both the percolation threshold and the hydrophilic pore fraction [25,49].

Breakthrough of liquid from CL is similar to GDL and this analogy is shown in Fig. 4, where a water droplet formed at CL–GDL interface and one at GDL–GC interface, are compared. For liquid emerging from CL (mean pore radius of 0.05 µm), the 10-µm mean radius in GDL appear infinitely large. Upon exiting CL, liquid water forms droplets attached to CL and grows thus filling the pores of GDL. Here, we use ‘interfacial water droplets’ to denote water droplets formed in the coarse medium (at an interface between fine-coarse media). The size of interfacial water droplets is naturally determined by the coarse medium pore size. Thus, typical radius of the interfacial water droplets formed at CL–GDL interface corresponds to the mean pore radius of GDL, although deformed by fibrous structures.

Considering the capillary pressure level in GDL is much lower than that in CL, the continuity of capillary pressure is difficult to achieve at CL–GDL interface, the same as at GDL–GC interface. The microscopic capillary pressure may be continuous near the breakthrough locations, but the macroscopic capillary pressure cannot generally be continuous there. Thus, the water saturation or capillary pressure condition in GDL has less influence on liquid transport in CL located upstream. The water saturation at CL side of CL–GDL interface \( s_{C-D} \), is determined only by pore structure of CL and liquid water flux \( \dot{m}_{l} \), similar to Eq. (7), as

\[
\frac{s_{C-D}}{s_{0}} = f(\dot{m}_{l}) = s_{im,CL} + b_{CL} \dot{m}_{l}. 
\]

In general, \( s_{im,CL} \) is larger than \( s_{im,GDL} \) due to the presence of hydrophilic pores in CL. In addition, \( b_{CL} \) is expected to be larger than \( b_{GDL} \), because of the uniform generation of water within CL.

Note that these interfacial water droplets formed at CL–GDL interface cannot directly influence the water transport in the CL by capillary processes. However, their indirect influence on liquid transport by hindering diffusion process can be significant (be-
cause of the relatively large size of interfacial water droplets and the proximity of droplets and catalyst particles in CL).

3.3.2. Breakthrough number from CL

The number density of breakthrough pores at CL–GDL interface is important, because it constitutes the inlet condition for the water transport in GDL. However, the geometrical argument developed to estimate the number density of breakthrough pores from GDL in Eq. (8) cannot be applied to CL. This is because water is generated rather uniformly inside CL according to reaction and transport there. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the region in CL adjacent to CL–GDL interface also produces a considerable amount of liquid water. That product liquid is less probable in long-distance transport along preferential paths in CL. Instead, it flows directly toward CL–GDL interface and emerges from CL through another breakthrough pore. Thus, the number density of breakthrough pores $n_{b,CL}$ at CL–GDL interface is much larger than $n_{b,GDL}$ at GDL–GC interface. In addition, $n_{b,CL}$ does not significantly depend on the thickness of CL, but depends more on water generation rate in CL.

Based on the catalyst agglomerate models [38–40], a surface layer of CL is assumed to be made of catalyst agglomerate particles arranged as square lattice, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Potential breakthrough pores are then formed in the interstitial space among the surface agglomerate particles and their number density $n_{p0,CL}$ is estimated as

$$n_{p0,CL} = 1/d_{agg}^2.$$  (10)

Assuming the mean diameter of agglomerate particles $d_{agg}$ is 3 µm [38–40], the number density of potential breakthrough pores $n_{p0,CL}$ is estimated to be about 1/9 µm$^{-2}$. Liquid water produced by an agglomerate particle in the surface layer, such as the one in the center of Fig. 5(b), can choose a preferential breakthrough pore among the four potential breakthrough pores marked as A. That is, the potential breakthrough pores have the flooding probability $P_f$ of 25% and this corresponds to $n_{p,CL}$ of 1/36 µm$^{-2}$, or about 27,000 breakthrough pores per mm$^2$.

Considering microscopic configuration of PEM material in CL, water transport among agglomerate particles through PEM material may be possible for a short distance. If liquid from an agglomerate particle can move rather easily to the nearest neighbor agglomerate particles, it can choose where to emerge out of CL from total of 12 potential breakthrough pores marked as A and B. In this case, the flooding probability is about 8%, which is correspondent to $n_{p,CL}$ of 1/108 µm$^{-2}$, or about 9000 breakthrough pores per mm$^2$. If liquid can move further for two agglomerate particle distances rather easily, total of 24 potential breakthrough pores marked as A, B and C are available with flooding probability $P_f$ of about 4%. This corresponds to $n_{p,CL}$ of 1/216 µm$^{-2}$, or about 4500 breakthrough pores per mm$^2$. Recently, in situ observation of water droplet formation on CL surface was reported [32]. Inspection of these microscopic images, gives a breakthrough number density $n_{b,CL}$ of 1/500 µm$^{-2}$. However, it should be noted that very small droplets are difficult to observe, and thus the actual breakthrough number density from CL can be larger than this estimate.

Another implication of the production and transport roles of CL is that an effective separation of water-transporting paths and gas-diffusing paths is more difficult to be achieved in CL than in GDL. A region in CL with less liquid near gas-diffusing paths is generally more active in electrochemical reactions than the remaining regions (due to a higher diffusion rate). However, more current generation in that region inevitably accompanies more water production, which in turn leads to increase in local saturation level there. Thus, time-stable liquid–gas interfaces are more difficult to achieve in CL. This process of saturation equalization can gradually amplify and significantly degrade the cell performance.

3.3.3. Interfacial water droplets at CL–GDL interface

The number density of breakthrough pores from CL has not been measured due to experimental difficulties. However, recent experimental study [32] shows the possibility of observing and counting water droplets emerging from CL in operating cells. Here, a statistical approach based on a changeable flooding probability $P_f$ is adopted to estimate the saturation level of the interfacial water droplets formed at CL–GDL interface. Fig. 6 illustrates a network of pores at CL–GDL interface, where small potential breakthrough pores in CL are connected to a large pore in GDL. The number of potential breakthrough pores connected to the large pore in GDL is proportional to cross-sectional area of the large pore formed at CL–GDL interface. Assuming the flooding probability $P_f$ is constant for all potential breakthrough pores in CL, the flooding probability of the large pore in GDL can be expressed as a function of the number of potential breakthrough pores $N_{p0}$ as
The flooding probability in Eq. (11) was derived from the fact that a large pore in GDL is not flooded only when all potential breakthrough pores connected to it do not exhaust liquid water. The result of Eq. (11) in terms of \( N_{pb} \) is plotted in Fig. 7(a), where the flooding probability for large pores in GDL \( P_f(N_{pb}) \) increases with \( N_{pb} \) as expected. The flooding probability reaches almost 100% when \( N_{pb} > 100 \), irrespective of the source-side flooding probability \( P_f \) considered here. The effect of pore radius in GDL can be studied by converting \( P_f(N_{pb}) \) into \( P_f(r_p) \) as

\[
P_f(r_p) = 1 - (1 - P_f) N_{pb}^{p_b r_p},
\]

(12)

where \( r_p \) is the radius of pores in GDL, and \( N_{pb,CL} \) is the number density of potential breakthrough pores from CL in Eq. (10), assumed to be 1/9 \( \mu \text{m}^2 \).

Fig. 7(b) clearly shows that saturation level of interfacial water droplets at CL–GDL interface is significantly higher than that at CL–MPL interface. Large pores have much higher flooding probability than smaller ones, because their cross-sectional area is determined as \( \pi r_p^2 \). The cross-sectional area is in fact the compartmental area formed on surface of CL due to solid structure of coarse medium, which is GDL or MPL. In Fig. 7(b) pores in GDL larger than 20 \( \mu \text{m} \) in radius become almost always flooded, irrespective of \( P_f \). By combining the flooding probability \( P_f(r_p) \) and the pore size distribution of GDL especially near the interface, the surface coverage \( \sigma_d \) on surface of CL or the saturation level at GDL side of CL–GDL interface \( \sigma_{GDL} \) may be estimated.

The microscopic configuration of interfacial droplets at CL–GDL interface and that at CL–MPL interface are illustrated in Fig. 8(a) and (b). The pores in GDL at CL–GDL interface are relatively large due to its high porosity and large fiber radius (5 \( \mu \text{m} \)). However, the pores in MPL at CL–MPL interface are small (around its mean particle radius of an order of 1 \( \mu \text{m} \)). If the same numbers of breakthrough pores are randomly formed at CL–GDL and CL–MPL interface, as represented as small dots in Fig. 8(a) and (b), drastically different interfacial water droplets are formed. The first role of MPL is clearly identified by comparing Fig. 8(a) and (b). The interfacial water droplets formed at CL–GDL interface are large (comparable to CL thickness) with high saturation level, which result in reduced open area toward CL. This leads to a significant reduction of the diffusion and reaction rates in CL. By inserting MPL, the size and saturation level of the interfacial droplets on surface of CL is significantly decreased, leading to an improved water management.

3.4. Effect of interfacial water droplets

3.4.1. Diffusion limitation in CL

Water droplets formed at GC generally deteriorate the diffusion rate by reducing the surface area for the convective mass transport at GDL–GC interface. Similarly, the interfacial water droplets formed at CL–GDL interface obstruct the gas diffusion into CL. Considering very fine structures and small effective diffusivities of CL, the negative impact of the interfacial droplets on cell performance can be significant. Although the loss of diffusivities in GDL or in CL, due to local water saturation, has been considered in many studies, the diffusion and reaction limitations in CL caused by these interfacial water droplets have not been addressed. Here, numerical simulations are conducted to clarify the effects of interfacial droplets at CL–GDL interface on the diffusion and electrochemical reaction in CL.

A simple geometrical model for the interfacial water droplets formed on surface of CL is shown in Fig. 9, where equal-sized hemispherical droplets with radius \( r_d \) were assumed to be located in a hexagonal lattice. In Fig. 9(a), the hexagonal calculation domain is substituted by a circular domain, resulting in a two-dimensional diffusion and reaction problems in cylindrical coordinate as shown in Fig. 9(b). The size of the calculation domain is \( R \) in the radial direction and \( L \), in the axial direction. A given concentration of...
c = c^o was imposed on a portion of the top surface which is not blocked (unshaded) by droplets, while a zero flux condition \( \frac{\partial c}{\partial x} = 0 \) is imposed on the other surfaces. For the pure diffusion problem, \( c = 0 \) is used on the bottom surface of CL, and the diffusion flux from the top open surface towards the bottom surface was calculated.

Two-dimensionless parameters were defined as

\[
\begin{align*}
r_d &= r_d/L_{CL}, \\
x_d &= \frac{\pi r_d^2}{\pi R^2},
\end{align*}
\]

where \( r_d \) denotes relative radius of interfacial droplets, and \( x_d \) surface coverage ratio. The maximum diffusion flux in one-dimensional slab geometry without interfacial droplets is determined as

\[
m_{c,max}^o = M_c D_m c^o / \varepsilon_{CL},
\]

where \( M_c \) denotes molar mass and \( D_m \) denotes the effective diffusivity in CL.

The maximum diffusion flux \( m_{c,max} \) with interfacial water droplets is plotted in Fig. 10 after normalized by \( m_{c,max}^o \). It is observed that interfacial droplets on surface of CL hinder diffusion through CL, and this becomes more important when the surface coverage \( x_d \) or the relative droplet radius \( r_d \) increases. Recall that interfacial droplets at CL–MPL interface are much smaller than those at CL–GDL interface, as shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b). Inserting MPL can greatly reduce the diffusion limitation caused by droplets on surface of CL.

It may seem that \( x_d > 0.5 \) is too high, however note that presence of solid matrix (pores) on surface of CL is ignored in this simulation. In Fig. 9, the surface coverage \( x_d \) only measures the area blocked by droplets, while the remaining area is available for diffusion. As illustrated in Fig. 8(a) and (b), the solid matrix blocks a considerable portion of CL surface and the interfacial droplets are preferentially formed in the pore space among solid obstacles. For example, the surface coverage \( x_d \) solely due to the solid structure is estimated from porosity as 0.4 for GDL and 0.5 for MPL. In addition, the length of blockage is estimated as 10 \( \mu m \) for GDL (from fiber size), and 1 \( \mu m \) for MPL (from particle size). Therefore, actual surface coverage \( x_d \) encountered at CL–GDL interface is very high as shown in Fig. 8(a).

3.4.2 Reaction limitation in CL

The loss in the reaction rate caused by presence of interfacial droplets on surface of CL is examined by solving the diffusion-reaction problem. A zero flux condition of \( \frac{\partial c}{\partial x} = 0 \) is imposed at the bottom surface as shown in Fig. 9 and the volumetric consumption in CL is assumed proportional to reaction rate \( \dot{n} \). The catalyst effectiveness factor \( \eta_{eff} \) is used as a measure of activity loss in porous media (caused by mass transport limitations). For a first-order reaction \( \dot{n} = -k M_c \), the effectiveness factor for a one-dimensional slab geometry \( \eta_{eff}^o \) is analytically given as [50]

\[
\eta_{eff}^o = \frac{\tan \Phi}{\Phi},
\]

where \( \Phi \) is Thiele modulus defined as ratio of diffusion time to reaction time,

\[
\Phi = L_{CL} \left( \frac{k}{D_m} \right)^{1/2},
\]

and \( k \) denotes the reaction rate coefficient.

Fig. 11(a) shows three concentration profiles in CL without interfacial droplets (same as a one-dimensional slab geometry) for \( \Phi = 1, 2, \) and 3. Higher \( \Phi \) results in lower concentration and lower effectiveness factor, since reaction is limited by diffusion as \( \Phi \) increases. The normalized effectiveness factor \( \eta_{eff}/\eta_{eff}^o \) with interfacial droplets on surface of CL, is shown in Fig. 11(b) and (c) and the results indicate that the interfacial droplets significantly deteriorate the effectiveness factor in CL (similar to the results in Fig. 10). It is also observed that reduction in effectiveness factor is more noticeable when concentration in CL decreases according to increase in \( x_d, r_d \) or \( \Phi \). Fig. 11(b) and (c) also show that loss in effectiveness factor for \( r_d = 2 \) is proportional to \( x_d \), indicating that diffusion rate governs the reaction rates.

3.4.3 Electrochemical limitation in CL

Effect of interfacial droplets on electrochemical reaction in CL is examined by solving fuel cell equations for the cathode half-cell geometry shown in Fig. 12. Different from the previous geometric model shown in Fig. 9, GDL and CL–GDL interface were included in the calculation domain. The shaded portion at center is assumed blocked, while the remaining CL–GDL interface is open. The volume of droplets in GDL was not considered in the simulation. Electronic and ionic potentials, electrochemical reaction rate, and oxygen concentration were selected as main variables, while tem-
temperature and vapor pressure were set constant by assuming an isothermal and fully-saturated condition. For direct comparison of effect of interfacial droplets, a constant average saturation was assumed for CL and GDL.

The properties and operating conditions are summarized in Table 2. The effective diffusivity of oxygen in GDL ($D_{\text{GDL}}^\text{eff}$) is obtained from \[ D_{\text{eff}}^{\text{O}_2; \text{GDL}} = D_{\text{O}_2} \left( \frac{\varepsilon_{\text{GDL}} - 0.11}{1 - 0.11} \right)^{0.785} (1 - S_{\text{GDL}})^2, \] where $D_{\text{O}_2}$ is the effective diffusivity of oxygen in plain medium, estimated to be about 29 mm$^2$/s by considering multi-component diffusion in fully-saturated air at 70°C and 1 atm. Similarly, the effective diffusivity of oxygen in CL ($D_{\text{eff}}^{\text{O}_2; \text{CL}}$) is obtained as

$$D_{\text{eff}}^{\text{O}_2; \text{CL}} = D_{\text{O}_2} \left( \varepsilon_{\text{CL}} - 0.11 \right) \left( 1 - S_{\text{CL}} \right)^{1.5} k(P_{\text{CL}}).$$

Here, $[\varepsilon_{\text{CL}} (1 - S_{\text{CL}})^{1.5}$ term accounts for effect of void volume reduction due to liquid water saturation, based on effective medium theory. The additional effect of water saturation in CL, i.e., pore size affecting gas diffusion, was considered by adopting the Knudsen factor $k(P_{\text{CL}})$ proposed in [52]. The liquid saturation $S_{\text{CL}}$ of 0.4 was estimated based on the measured hydrophilic pore fractions [49]. At this saturation level, most of large pores in CL are flooded by liquid water, and the mean radius of unflooded pores which participate in gas diffusion becomes smaller than $r_{\text{p}}$. Here, $k(P_{\text{CL}})$ is set 0.35 [52] by assuming $d_{\text{p}} = 0.1 \mu m$.

The oxygen mole concentration in GC $c_{\text{O}_2; \infty}$ was set to be 0.75 x 5.16 mol/m$^3$, which corresponds to 50% utilization of fully-humidified air (at 70°C, 1 atm) in cathodes. The mass transfer coefficient at GDL–GC interface $h_{\text{m}, \text{O}_2}$ is estimated based on Sherwood number of 2.693 [21] and a channel height of 1 mm. The rate
Table 2
Properties and operating conditions for cathode overpotential simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Values or expressions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature $T$</td>
<td>70 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure $p$</td>
<td>1 atm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen concentration $C_{O_2,in}$</td>
<td>0.75 × 5.16 mol/m$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass transfer coefficient $m_{O_2}$</td>
<td>0.078 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness $L_{GDL}$</td>
<td>250 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective diffusivity $D_{eff,GDL}$</td>
<td>5.3 mm$^2$/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical conductivity $q_{eff,GDL}$</td>
<td>1000 S/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness $L_CL$</td>
<td>10 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective diffusivity $D_{eff,CL}$</td>
<td>0.59 mm$^2$/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical conductivity $q_{eff,CL}$</td>
<td>500 S/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ionic conductivity $q_{i,CL}$</td>
<td>2.0 S/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathode reaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer current $j_C$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volumetric exchange current $q_{eff}^{ex}$</td>
<td>10,000 A/m$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference oxygen concentration $C_{O_2,ref}$</td>
<td>40.88 mol/m$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer coefficient $x_C$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For MPL with $L_{MPL} = 50 \mu m$, $N_{min}^{MPL} = 130$ breakthrough pores per mm$^2$. Note that $n_{ref,CL}$ was estimated as 4500 breakthrough pores per mm$^2$ for 4% flooding probability ($P_f = 0.04$). Thus, inserting MPL between CL and GDL significantly reduces the number of breakthrough pores toward GDL. The saturation level of interfacial droplets formed at MPL–GDL interface is small, as illustrated in Fig. 8(c).

The second role of MPL in water management of PEMFC is identified to reduce the number density of breakthrough pores towards GDL by efficiently collecting uniform liquid water flux from CL. The consequence of this role of MPL is also depicted in Figs. 2(b) and 8(c). Note that MPL cannot directly influence the water transport in CL located upstream, due to a large difference in the capillary pressure between CL and MPL. However, MPL can modify the electrochemical reaction in CL by changing the interfacial condition on surface of CL. In addition, MPL can directly influence water transport in GDL located downstream by changing the source side-condition towards GDL as explained below.

3.5.2. Saturation distribution in PTL

The water saturation distribution in GDL for a constant liquid flux is shown in Fig. 13(a), predicted by continuum two-phase flow models [52–27, 24]. The peculiarity of the continuum models is that they do not require the source-side saturation as a boundary condition. Instead, a given liquid flux condition is generally prescribed at CL–GDL interface. Then, the saturation distribution is obtained by integrating Eq. (5) backward using the predetermined liquid flux $m_l$, starting from an immobile saturation $s_{min,GDL}$ at GDL–GC interface toward CL–GDL interface. As a result, the saturation at CL–GDL interface $s_{CL, GDL}$ is determined as shown in Fig. 13(a).

The properties used in the continuum models are macroscopic ones which are generally evaluated during two-phase drainage experiments. In those experiments, liquid water is transported through hydrophobic GDL by increasing the liquid pressure on one side while maintaining the gas pressure on the other side. Thus, largest pores in GDL are preferentially used for the liquid flow while smaller pores do not participate in the liquid transport. It is pointed out in [30] that the source-side condition encountered at CL–GDL interface in operating cell is quite different from the above condition (a uniform inlet pressure condition). Liquid water from CL intrudes the pores in GDL, similar to injected by small needles (a uniform inlet flux condition) as shown in Fig. 4, and thus smaller pores in the GDL are also flooded although their flooding probabilities may be small. The liquid water introduced into such smaller pores should also find paths for its transport, and this generally results in higher saturation levels than predicted by the continuum models. Therefore, the saturation distribution predicted by continuum two-phase flow models should be viewed as a statistical minimum saturation required for the steady flow of the given liquid water flux through GDL. Thus $s_{min,GDL}$ is the minimum saturation observable at CL–GDL interface.

The saturation level of interfacial droplets formed at CL–GDL interface or MPL–GDL interface depend on the number density of breakthrough pores toward GDL and the pore size distribution in GDL. Thus, the actual saturation at GDL side of CL–GDL interface $s_{CL,GDL}$ is larger than $s_{min,GDL}$, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8, while at MPL–GDL interface $s_{MPL,GDL}$ may be similar to or smaller than $s_{min,GDL}$. Two saturation distributions in GDL for $s_{CL,GDL} > s_{min,GDL}$ are presented in Fig. 13(a) as profiles A and B. Profile A assumes that the source side condition globally influences the saturation distribution in GDL, significantly increasing the saturation level. However, profile B assumes that the liquid transport readily approaches that predicted by the continuum models after small deviation near

\[ N_{MPL}^{min} = \frac{1}{\pi L_{MPL}^2}. \] (21)
CL–GDL interface. Recent pore-network analysis in [30] suggests that the profile A is more plausible, because the transport paths developed by uniform liquid flux from CL cannot easily merge while flowing through a relatively thin GDL (compared with its mean pore radius). The saturation distribution in GDL for \( s_{C-D^*} \) is also proposed in Fig. 13(a). If the continuum two-phase flow models properly predict the minimum saturation distribution required for transporting given liquid flux, the accumulation of liquid in GDL continues till the steady minimum saturation is met.

The saturation distribution in a cathode with CL + GDL and one with CL + MPL + GDL are proposed in Fig. 13(b) and (c). Note that the saturation jumps at the CL–GDL, CL–MPL, and MPL–GDL interfaces shown in Fig. 13 are not the results of the continuous capillary pressure at those interfaces [23,24]. Instead, each saturation jump is caused by the difference between the immobile saturation of the upstream fine medium and the saturation level of interfacial droplets formed at downstream coarse medium. By insertion of MPL, the interfacial saturation on surface of CL is reduced from \( s_{C-D^*} \) in Fig. 13(b) to a smaller \( s_{C-M^*} \) in Fig. 13(c), and also the interfacial saturation level toward GDL is reduced from \( s_{C-M} \) to a smaller \( s_{M-D^*} \) in Fig. 13(c). The reduced saturation level on surface of CL enhances electrochemical activities of CL as demonstrated from Figs. 10–12. And the reduced source-side saturation toward GDL decreases the saturation level in GDL as explained in Fig. 13(a).

Note that the saturation distribution in CL of Fig. 13(c) is drawn unaffected by insertion of MPL. However, the saturation in CL can be reduced by inserting MPL between CL and GDL. This is because production and transport process in CL become more unstable when interfacial droplets on surface of CL can grow very large, similar to the discussion at the end of Section 3.3.2. Consider a certain region of CL which is more electrochemically active, generating more water than the remaining regions. Then, the surface pores in that region will have higher flooding probabilities, and thus that region is more prone to be covered by interfacial droplets. If the droplet can grow large enough to significantly reduce the current generation in that region, more current should be produced in other regions of CL, preferentially with less interfacial droplets. More current generation in those regions leads to more water generation, and in turn increases the flooding probabilities of the surface pores there. Eventually, large interfacial droplets will grow and cover those regions and even more current should be produced in still other regions of CL. By inserting MPL, the size of the interfacial droplets on surface of CL is controlled and this gradual degradation phenomenon is avoided.

4. Discussion

It is generally accepted that MPL should provide higher hydrophobicity and smaller pore size compared with GDL in order to reduce electrode flooding failures. It is also believed that the bi-modal pore size distributions in MPL are favorable for the performance of PEMFC by facilitating the separation of water-transporting paths and gas-diffusing paths [15–18]. According to the proposed model, MPL should provide smaller surface pore sizes at CL–MPL interface. This is because the size of interfacial droplets formed on surface of CL is determined primarily by those surface pores in MPL, as pointed in [7]. Smaller pores in MPL at CL–MPL interface prevent interfacial droplets from growing very large. In addition, smaller pores also act as compartments which reduce the saturation level at CL–MPL interface, as shown in Fig. 8. This explanation is consistent with recent experiment showing an improved performance of a PEMFC by using a porosity-graded MPL [20]. Lower porosity, smaller particle size, or higher hydrophobicity on CL side in graded MPL reduces the surface pore size there, which in turn enhances electrochemical reactions by reducing the size and saturation level of interfacial droplets on surface of CL.

The present model also predicts that there is an optimal thickness for MPL. Many experiments showed that optimal cell performance when thickness of MPL is about 50 \( \mu \text{m} \) [8,12–14]. Previously, this was explained based on an enhanced electrical contact between CL and MPL offered by thick MPL. However, an alternative explanation is given by our proposed model. As discussed in relation to Eq. (19), the breakthrough number density at MPL–GDL interface is a function of MPL thickness. If the thickness is small, MPL cannot efficiently collect the water from CL, resulting in smaller reduction in number density of liquid water breakthroughs toward GDL. That is, a thin MPL only shift the position of large interfacial droplets along the MPL thickness (from surface of CL to surface of thin MPL) while not changing their size and saturation level significantly.

In summary, an optimized MPL should provide a small surface pore size in CL side of the MPL which can efficiently confine interfacial droplets formed on surface of CL to reduce their size and saturation level. In addition it should also provide a pore structure in the remaining part of MPL which can efficiently merge many trans-
port paths formed by liquid water breakthrough from CL in order to reduce the liquid water breakthrough toward GDL.

5. Summary

Two roles of MPL in water morphology control in PEMFC are proposed. First, MPL inserted between CL and GDL reduces the size and the saturation level of interfacial water droplets formed on CL surface; this increases the diffusion rate into CL, enhancing electrochemical reactions in CL. Second, MPL reduces the number of liquid water breakthroughs toward GDL; this decreases the liquid water saturations in GDL, enhancing oxygen diffusion. Based on the proposed physical model, the structural requirements of MPL for better PEMFC performances are discussed. MPL should provide small pore size toward the CL side to reduce the size and saturation level of interfacial water droplets. At the same time, it should efficiently collect the liquid water from CL, thus reducing the number of liquid water breakthroughs toward GDL.
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